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ABSTRACT 
 

Experimental research was conduct toward this study. The researcher doing this research 

as the continue research from last study, to know the effectiveness of using Saintific 

Method for others subject. There are any differences between student’s reading 

comprehension skill before and after being taught by using Saintific Method in the 

eleventh grade of Math and CIVICs Students. So, the Saintific Method is effective to 

teaching student’s reading comprehension. Based on the observation in the experimental 

class for non English- Students was good result. It shows the students get score average in 

pre-test 66,66 and post-test was 80,55.  
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Introduction  

University students are ready to face the KKNI curriculum, and then now we 

are still process going to apply”merdeka curriculum”. To apply this curriculum, 

non-English students should be mastered reading coprehension. Comprehension is 

the functional text such as recount, descriptive and procedure text. In daily context 

include the definition, generic structure and language features.  

Reading is process involves deep comprehension. Reading is collection of 

letter, words, and sentences in the text to build the readers comprehension. Based 

on the statement reading is an important process to build our compression to get 

information and increase our knowledge. (Rosiana, C and Sujono 2018) stated 

that reading comprehension is combining readers’ knowledge and information 

from the text to build the meaning. So, reading comprehension is not just about 

reading in accurate pronunciation and loud voice. Without comprehension the 

text, we just read the text but not get information, knowledge and even problem 

by the text. 

In fact, many students have low ability in reading, because they do not 

understand of the text, it is related by Program for International Student 

Assessment (PISA, 2018). This survey is conducted every 3 years in 77 countries. 
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Based on that survey reading literacy shows Indonesia is ranked 72 out of 77 

participating countries. Reading literacy of Univertsity students is tested by 

reading a text and they are given some question. But Indonesia students get level 1 

in that survey. They just read the text without understand the text. These realities 

showed students’ ability in Indonesia still low to comprehend the text. 

The university students, especially Math and CIVICs students found the 

problem to faced reading comprehension. The first problem is they have low 

vocabulary. The students’ problems makes they got difficulty to comprehend the 

main idea of the text.   Secondly, they bored with the longer text. When the 

teacher gives some question to the students, most of them give wrong answer. 

This condition indicate how low proficiency of the students in reading 

comprehension (Rosiana. C: 2011). From that problem the teacher must find the 

best method to resolve it.  

As a lecturer we must use many various methods to solve the problem and 

we choose the one the best method (Schmalz, X., Moll, K., Mulatti, C., & 

Schulte-Körne, G., 2019).  How we can improve their reading ability and make 

the students interesting with our learning. One of the way is Saintific Method 

Saintific Method is one of strategy to learn in cooperative learning. The students 

will pairs in small group. This strategy can motivate the students to express and 

share their opinion. The researcher believes this strategy make active learning in 

the class and improve the student comprehension and retention of information 

text.  

There are three purpose of this research. The first, finding out students’ 

reading comprehension skill before taught by using Saintific Method. Second 

functions is finding out students’ reading comprehension skill after taught by 

using Saintific Method. Third, to find out the effectiveness of using Saintific 

Method to teach student’s reading comprehension.   

 

Research Method 

Research design is a design uses to facilities and guide the researcher easier to 

carry out the research. It means the research design makes the research more 

active, logic and systematic. The researcher must use the right one type for this 
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research. It makes the researcher apply right step to clear the problem. Then 

Sugiyono (2007:107) states the experimental study interpreted research method to 

know the specific treatment effect on controlled conditions. The researcher or the 

teacher give the treatment to the students through the technique in pre-test and 

post-test. The experimental design divides into many types, such us: pre-

experimental design, true experimental design, and factorial design and quasi –

experimental. 

In this study, chose pre- experimental design as the design. The researcher 

uses one group pre-test and post-test for this research. The pre-test will be given to 

the students’ reading with recount text. After that, the researcher gives treatment 

using Saintific Method then if all activity done, the researcher will be gives post- 

test to the students. as result, the researcher compared score between pre-test and 

post-test to know how effective by using Saintific Method  It can be seen from the 

following figure: 

 

 

Design of the Study One Group Pre Test and Post Test 

Note:  

O1 : pre-test (before given the treatment) 

X : Treatment 

O2 : post-test (after given the treatment) 

 

The Math and CIVICs students were given the treatmet and the students 

were taught by using Saintific Method . The treatment was given to give good 

effect for students’ reading comprehension skill in recount text text. Before the 

treatment was conducted, pre-test was administrated. After the treatment, the post 

test was administrated to find the result of the research. 

The population or the subjects of research are all of Math and CIVICs 

students. Based on the statement above, the data that is submited by researcher is 

the subject that is easy to be met. In this research, the researcher gives an 

assignment in pre test and post test to find out whether there is the significant or 

not between the students’ reading comprehension skill that is taught by using 

O1 X O2 
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Saintific Method . In this pre test and post test the researcher gives an assignment to 

the students, the assignment consists of ten question. The question consist of two 

topic that is about biography and historical place. 

Research Finding and Discussion 

Data is obtained from the grades of the students of the experimental class. The 

description of data is obtained into several sections: pre-test, post-test and data 

analysis. 

The Students’ Reading Skill Before Taught By Using Saintific Method  

Data is obtained from the experimental class 36 students from Math and CIVICs 

department and CIVIVCs Department did not receive conventional treatment. The 

students’ score of reading skill before taught by using Saintific Method  gets a pre-

test score of 66,6, a pre-test median of 70 and a pre-test modus of 70. Based on 

above the result needs more effort to improve the score of students. 

The students’ score after using the Saintific Method   

It is data from the result of the students received the treatment using Saintific 

Method . The students’ reading skill after taught by using Saintific Method  test 

gets a post-test of 80,5 , a post-test median of 80 and a post-test modus of 80. 

Based on the result we know the students’ reading score of recount text by using 

Saintific Method  got better than pre-test. 

Table 1. The Comparison Score of  Pre-Test and Post-Test 

 

 

Discussion  

In this case the researcher will do data analyze. It is about the application of the 

using Saintific Method  toward students’ reading comprehension skill in recount 
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text. The purpose of the data analyze is for proves the truth of hypothesis that the 

researcher asked will be accepted or rejected. It will be accepted when the 

hypothesis is correct and rejected when hypothesis is false. Therefore, the data 

that the researcher served must be processed so that can give clear description 

from result of the research about pre-test and post-test examination that has been 

done by Math and CIVICs Students. 

In this research the data that has been analyzed is result of value from students and 

for knowing which one better between students’ achievement before and after 

using Saintific Method . The different of pre test and post test is 510, and the 

mean of difference is 14,16. This research has 495,84deviation each subject and a 

number of deviation quadrate 5.451. The researcher can interpret the data based 

on the data analysis above and the interpretation of data as follows. The result of 

students’ reading comprehension skill in experimental group pre-test which does 

not use treatment class,the mean 66,67 with the total of the students are 36 

students.   

The result of students’ reading skill in experimental group which use treatment the 

mean is 80,56 with the total of the students are 36 students. From the data analysis 

the value of t0 > t(1-a). It means t0 is higher that t(1-a). As the result Ha has been 

accepted and Ho is rejected. It can be concluded there any effectiveness of using 

Saintific Method  to teach students’ reading comprehension. 

 

Conclussion and Suggestion 

Conclusions 

The aim of this research is to find the effectiveness of using Saintific Method  

to improve students’ reading comprehension skill in recount text. Based on the 

aim above, the researcher takes the conclusion as follow: The students’ reading 

comprehension skill without using Saintific Method  with mean 66,67 , median 70 

and modus 70. The results have good enough score but still need more treatment 

to improve it.  

The students’ reading comprehension skill on recount text by using Saintific 

Method  method with mean 80,56 , median 80 modus 80. The result after using 

Saintific Method  have better score. There are significant differences between 
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before and after applying the Saintific Method  the writer compare the result of t-

test and t-table value. From the data analysis the value of t- count = 7,00 was 

higher than t-table = 2.03011 at level of significance 5%. As the result Ha has 

been accepted and Ho is rejected. It can be concluded there any effectiveness of 

using Saintific Method  to teach students’ reading comprehension skill in Saintific 

Method . 

 

Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher give some suggestion as 

follow, For the teacher, the results of the research give a new strategy for teaching 

reading skill by using Saintific Method . The Saintific Method  support the teacher 

makes the students active to express their idea in reading comprehension.  For the 

students, the Saintific Method increases the students’ knowledge in reading 

comprehension especially in mechanism in reading. By using Saintific Method  

help the students to express their idea.  For the researcher, this study the 

researcher hope this method can help in reading learning and the result of this 

study can be used as the reference for the other researcher. 
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